EVALUATIVE AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT NOMINATIONS IN THE YAKUT LINGUOCULTURE

ABSTRACT: The article considers the national and cultural specifics of evaluative and quality assessment nominations in the Yakut linguoculture. The results of a free associative experiment highlight the systemic nature of images in a person's linguistic consciousness, as well as the national characteristics of words in the Yakut culture. The experiment materials representing a fragment of a person's verbal memory reveal the systemic nature of associative and semantic connections based on syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships. It is necessary to associations that have special semantics, including a wide cultural and historical background. Extensive associative and semantic links develop both stable traditions and the peculiarities of mindset: devotion to the origins revealing the deep meaning of each word. Evaluative nominations as part of the language can become the key to understanding a person and their values-based worldview.


RESUMO: O artigo considera as especificidades nacionais e culturais das indicações avaliativas e de avaliação de qualidade na linguocultura Yakut. Os resultados de um experimento associativo livre destacam a natureza sistêmica das imagens na consciência linguística de uma pessoa, bem como as características nacionais das palavras na cultura Yakut. Os materiais experimentais que representam um fragmento da memória verbal de uma pessoa revelam a natureza sistêmica das conexões associativas e semânticas baseadas em relações sintagmáticas e paradigmáticas. São necessárias associações que tenham semântica especial, incluindo uma ampla bagagem cultural e histórica. Amplos vínculos associativos e semânticos desenvolvem tanto as tradições estáveis quanto as peculiaridades da mentalidade: a devoção às origens revelando o significado profundo de cada palavra. As indicações avaliativas como parte da linguagem podem se tornar a chave para entender uma pessoa e sua visão de mundo baseada em valores.
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RESUMEN: El artículo considera las especificidades nacionales y culturales de las nominaciones evaluativas y de evaluación de la calidad en la linguocultura yakuta. Los resultados de un experimento asociativo libre resaltan la naturaleza sistemática de las imágenes en la conciencia lingüística de una persona, así como las características nacionales de las palabras en la cultura Yakut. Los materiales del experimento que representan un fragmento de la memoria verbal de una persona revelan la naturaleza sistemática de las conexiones asociativas y semánticas basadas en relaciones sintagmáticas y paradigmáticas. Es necesario que las asociaciones tengan una semántica especial, que incluyan un amplio trasfondo cultural e histórico. Amplios vínculos asociativos y semánticos desarrollan tanto tradiciones estables como peculiaridades de mentalidad: devoción a los orígenes que revelan el significado profundo de cada palabra. Las nominaciones evaluativas como parte del lenguaje pueden convertirse en la clave para entender a una persona y su cosmovisión basada en valores.


Introduction

In modern linguistics, the anthropocentric paradigm, whose focus is on a person as a subject of cognition, is gaining popularity. According to L.V. Sakharnyi, the "human factor" becomes mandatory not only in speech, but also in the language itself. "This does not mean an abstract person but real people with dynamic memory, age characteristics, personal experience, a system of goals and motives, social roles, etc." (SAKHARNYI, 1989, p. 8).

The principle of anthropocentrism has been existing in linguistics for a long time. Its impact can be seen in the well-known dispute of ancient philosophers about the real or conditional (Heraclitus and Democritus) nature of the word and language. Wilhelm von Humboldt outlined almost all major aspirations of linguistic science.

My deep conviction is that the language should be regarded as directly embedded in a person since it cannot be viewed as the conscious creation of the human mind. We will not achieve anything if, in doing so, we push back the formation of a language in time. The language could not have been developed if its image had not already been embedded into the human mind (HUMBOLDT, 1984, p. 313).

Wilhelm von Humboldt believed that it was impossible to consider the language regardless of the human factor.
Under the concept of anthropocentrism, a new vision of the research object ("individual – language") was formed, and the further study focused on a "speaking and writing person". The starting point of the theoretical and practical activity of an individual is anthropocentrism. A person as a subject relates, first of all, to the surrounding natural world, then to the surrounding social world, then to each individual and, finally, to themselves (self-cognition) (KOLSHANSKII, 2006, p. 86-87).

Cognitive orientation has become another key trend of the current scientific paradigm because the linguistic forms of human interaction with the world cannot be studied regardless of the features of human cognitive activity. Cognitive linguistics synthesizes various approaches to study the interaction of "the language and person" in several aspects at once, based on the fact that "the language divides and orders the surrounding reality, selects, generalizes and classifies the observed phenomena and thus turns out to be a means of cognizing the world" (ZUBKOVA, 2003, p. 449).

In modern linguistic research, much attention is paid to human cognitive activity, while language and speech are considered through the knowledge and consciousness of speakers. For example, Bardina (1997, p. 109) believed that "a person was an amazing creature, and all their ideas about the world were an ideal construct from the knowledge acquired, preferences and emotions". Shiryaeva claimed that if the units of a common language reflected a plurality of worldviews and an infinite variety of interpretations of real and virtual events, then each professional sphere represented in the language was only a projection of the world or a look at it in a certain "coordinate system" (SHIRYAEVA, 2007, p. 206-211).

Each linguistic personality has a certain set of knowledge and ideas that are both individual and collective. In addition to individual experience and a specific situation, the language is to a large extent "associated with the professional, social and group affiliation of a person" (LEONTEV, 1988, p. 105-106), a person "enters society through social groups" (TARASOV, 1988, p. 176-177), and their ideas about the language are formed "on the basis of knowledge that is mandatory for a member of a professional group or professional community" (KRASNYKH, 1998, p. 44).

Knowledge and experience are of a typified nature since the situations in which they are obtained are common to certain members of society. A stereotypical image of such situations emerges in the minds of speakers, while a stereotypical situation contributes to the creation of repetitive language models. While studying vocabulary, the anthropocentric nature of the language system requires the identification and description of relationships between the
language and its speaker. Thus, anthropocentrism (applied research and the acquisition of new knowledge) is a typical feature of modern science.

Additional factors in the study of fragments of human linguistic consciousness are a particular speech situation and experiment. The latter is an essential principle of study and a reliable empirical basis for verifying the identified patterns.

The spiritual values of the people are revealed from their linguistic consciousness. The Yakut linguistic worldview reflects all the traditional values of the Sakha people. The associative experiment has revealed the national and cultural specifics of modern values. One of the most urgent tasks of linguistics is the organic fusion of logical and associative principles as obligatory aspects that characterize the language structure. The study of associations plays a special role among other methods of semantic study of speech-cogitative processes.

Each person has their own associative field in terms of nominations and the strength of their connections. The actualization of one or another connection in the answer is random and depends on a particular situation. Such associations are affected by age, geographical conditions, and the profession of a person. However, one's national and cultural belonging forms the "core" of the associative field, and its connections are regularly repeated in a given language. Therefore, a free associative experiment provides reliable linguistic data. The results of a mass experiment are relatively easy to calculate statistically. They are convenient for identifying some associative groupings, as well as cultural, professional, and social features of the language (PAVLOVA, 2003, p. 201).

The theoretical basis of any associative dictionary is the psychologically substantiated idea that the real-life phenomena perceived by a person in the process of activity and communication are displayed in their mind in such a way that they capture the causal, temporal and spatial relationships of phenomena and emotions caused by the perception of these phenomena. In other words, the associative thesaurus is a model of human consciousness.

The linguist Wolf (2002, p. 2003) emphasized that "the world of assessments was reigned not by the truth in relation to the objective world but rather by the truth in relation to the conceptual world of the participants in the act of communication". Words and statements influenced by emotions and attitudes towards the object evaluate everything that surrounds native speakers (in particular, dialect speakers). Through the analysis of evaluative nominations, one can comprehend moral aspects, as well as find out what spiritual and moral values prevail in the study object. Spiritual values lay the basis of the culture of any nation.
language fixes the results of the spiritual search. In our opinion, evaluative nominations reflect the understanding of the world and other collective evaluations.

**Methods**

Nowadays, it is relevant to study various images with the help of an associative experiment. According to N.V. Ufimtseva, an associative experiment is a way of understanding linguistic consciousness, while associative fields formed from the reactions of native speakers allow describing different fragments of consciousness (UFIMTSEVA, 2011).

The mental images associated with some words are among many attempts to describe knowledge and are used by communicants in the production and perception of utterances. Linguistic consciousness is not an object of analysis in the course of the processes that create it and can only be studied as a product of former activity or, in other words, can become an object of analysis in the course of the processes that create it in transformed forms, alienated from the subject of consciousness (UFIMTSEVA, 2011).

An associative experiment allows identifying the systemic nature of cognitive images which are behind words in different cultures. At the same time, a systematic worldview of various peoples and cultures is formed with the help of linguistic consciousness, thereby conveying the uniqueness of each culture and showing the individuality of each person, in the practice of speaking their own language. Consequently, linguistic consciousness is often considered by many linguists as an object of cognizing a foreign culture and other peoples: in objective and mental forms, for empirical and historical study. Goroshko (2003) believed that associative connections were distinctive parameters of gender, age, levels and trends of education, living conditions, and stress factors.

Dwelling on the associative experiment, we should note that it is a public and popular method of psycholinguistic analysis. Experimental methods have a number of varieties. In the course of the associative experiment, the respondent is given an isolated word and asked to respond to it either with the first word that comes to mind in connection with the original word (free associative experiment) or with any word that is connected with the initial word given by the observer (directed associative experiment).

The associative experiment is a technique, whose essence aims at identifying the associations that an individual has formed during the previous experience. In the psychological dictionary, an associative experiment is defined as a special method for studying the motivation...
of a person that comes from their life experience. This experiment reveals how fragments of linguistic consciousness are arranged in the mind of native speakers. The associative experiment reflects the national specifics of consciousness alongside other features of people's consciousness due to the place of residence, personality traits, intellectual and educational level, profession, gender, age, etc.

Since the early 1970s, linguists have been paying much attention to associative experiments. In particular, linguists and psycholinguists compile associative dictionaries of Russian and other languages used in the territory of the Russian Federation. Experimental materials are used to analyze the lexical and semantic structure of a word, conduct intercultural comparisons, and study the interaction of languages in bilingualism. In addition to the above-mentioned spheres, associative connections concern lexical semantics, lexicography, linguistic and regional studies, linguodidactics, ethnopsycholinguistics, computer study, and social psychology.

The materials of the psycholinguistic experiment, representing a fragment of a person's verbal memory, reveal the systemic nature of associative-semantic connections based on syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships.

Our research is based on the analysis of data from the Associative Dictionary of the Yakut Language (AYL).3

Results

First of all, we need to consider both national and cultural specifics of the linguistic consciousness of the Sakha people. In this regard, the associative experiment provides sufficient material. For each stimulus word, we have drawn conclusions that characterize the mindset of the Sakha people and their cultural and historical traditions.

Let us consider paradigmatic relations as exemplified by associative-verbal connections of words established between units of the same class and mutually exclusive to each other in a certain position in speech. These include synonyms, therefore synonymic relations most often connect one word (stimulus) with another (reaction). For example:

КӮӭӱл/kongul "freedom, will" – босхо/boskho "free", Ӱԥра/kyra "small" – аҕӱйах/aҕyiakh "small", Ӱԥэ/kere "beautiful" – ӊҥдӱ/kundu "dear", ӊҥхаҥҥӈҥк/kuhaҕannyaк "bad" – мҥлтӱктык/moltokhtyk "weakly", Ӱԥдӱк/kyrdyk "truth"

---

– чхахчы/chakhchy "fact", дьырлээх/dingneekh "truth", көрээх/kordookh "cheerful" – 
чынылээх/yoryleekh "merry", манаң/mangan "white" – урүү/urung "white, milky", 
сырдык/syrdyk "bright", ыраас/yrayaas "clean", болтох/moltokh "weak" – ырааҕах/aarymaх "sick", 
сылаабай/sylaабай "weak" (from Russian), ойдөөх/ooidokh "intelligent" – 
үэрээх/dingneekh "educated", биліүлээх/biliyleekh "knowledgeable", сайдылаах 
"developed", остэх/ostokh "enemy" – утарылааҕыча/yuralaaghycha "rival", олүү/oлыу
"dying" – сүтүү/sytuу "disappearing", хомолто/khomolto "insult, disappointment", 
иэдээн/iedeen "disaster", барыы/baryy "care", түмүк/tuум "end", саат/saat "disgrace" – 
кыбыстыы/kybystyy "shame", кэмынын/kemynyн "remorse, regret", кэлэйийн/kelнын 
"disappointment", сырдык/syrdyk "bright" – күнэнээх/kunenneekh "sunny", ыраас/yrayaas "clean", 
көрэ/kere "gentle", чынылкай/chaâyлкай "bright", санга/sanga "new" – ыраас/yrayaas "clean", 
туттула илк/tuttula ilk "non-used", аныгы/anygy "modern", билинги/bilingngi "real", 
эрүүбэтэх/ergerbetekh "non-archaic", түрэннинк/turgennik "fast" – сымсатык/symsatyk 
"slyly", сыыдамнык/syydamnyk "nimbly", билилилээх/билилилээх "in haste, promptly", 
тээх敕эх/тээх敕эх "rapid", түмүк/tuум "end", саат/saat "disgrace". 

Word combinations (often phraseological units) form a synonymic row: баай/baai "rich" – унгерээх-харыллаах/uprecht-kharchylaahк "literally, well-off, with money", баай/baai 
"rich" – сынылээх-астаах/suohuleekh-astaakh "literally, with cattle, with food", 
инсеээх/ingseleekh "greedy" – сытыын топпыт/sytstyя topput "literally, eat too much", 
сүрдээх-харылцаа сойо/siерэ khaaraас suukh "face off, without eyes", сондуута сойо/soluuuta suukh 
"beyond all measure", көңүл/kongul "freely" – бооым бооымбээ/бооымغي beieher "on one's own", 
күнэнээх-харылчаа бад" – хаа санааллаах/khaara sanaalaahк "having dark thoughts", олүү 
сүтүү/oluу sutuu "downfall", харынга күүс/kharanga kusus "dark forces", көрэ/kere "gentle" –

In general, these are phraseological units that include figurative pair constructs: naryn-namchы, sireie-kharaа, etteekh-siineekh, kordоох-nardaakh, kuуse-uoоa, etc. There are many combinations with the киhi word ("person"), which proves the close connection between evaluative nominations and personality traits, their internal and external qualities.

Synonymic rows can comprise not only literary words but also their colloquial variants:
Мөлтох/moltokh "weak" – сыран/syran "stupid", кырдөөх/kordоох "funny, cheerful", кырдөөх/ooidоох "intelligent" – мэйиилээх/meиiliileekh "brainy", etc.

Antonyms are also represented in the experiment material. In this case, reactions are directly opposite concepts: бааяй/baai "rich" – дыаданы/dadangy "poor", кыра/kyra "small" –

In the course of the study, we revealed the following syntagmatic relationships: баай киһи/baai kihi "rich person", баай элбэх харчылаах/baai elbekh kharchylaakh "the rich has much money", инсэлээх баai-ingseleekk "greedy rich man", инсэлээх киhi-ingseleekk киhi "greedy person", кэнгүл ёлбынт/kongul ylbят "obtained permission", кыра оюо/kyra оюо "little child", кыра кысы/kyra kyys "little girl", ку хаҕан hара санаалаах/ku хаҕан hара sanaalaakh "to have bad (black) thoughts", кэрэ нарын кысы/kere naryn kyys "a gorgeous and gentle woman", ку хаҕаннык толорбуккун/ku хаҕаннык tolorbukkun "poorly executed", сырдык күүстээх/kyrtydk kuusteekh "really strong", останох utaryylahap/ostookh utaryylahar "the enemy resists", сырдык түннүк/syrdyk tunnukk "bright window", сырдык кэм/syrdyk kem "daylight hours", сырдык харанаҕа тыкпыт/syrdyk kharangaҕа тыкпыт "light appeared in the dark", сырдык кэн тыгар/syrdyk kun tygar "bright sun shines", саҥа оскуола/sanga oskuola "new school".
The richness of associative connections suggests that special associative fields are formed in the minds of people. Such associations are affected by age, gender, profession, social status, and geographical conditions. There is a direct dependence on the cultural and historical traditions of the Sakha people.

The Yakut language has a large number of so-called paired words. According to the "Grammar of the modern Yakut literary language", paired words in the Yakut language have not been sufficiently studied (GRAMMATIKA, 1982). However, they are numerous and typical of the Yakut speech. The largest amount is used in folk poetry and fiction but they are also present in colloquial speech. This is a specific linguistic feature of the Sakha people. Within the framework of lexical and semantic structures, paired nouns and adjectives can be characterized as a paired combination of two full words, having a broader and more generalized meaning. The "Grammar [...]" emphasizes that these are contrasting combinations since their components are "as if opposite poles of the semantic range of paired words" (GRAMMATIKA, 1982). Combinations of this type usually acquire a collective-generalizing meaning.

In addition, we need to highlight the consonance of pair constructs, i.e., a unique feature of the Yakut language representing its phonetic-semantic and phonetic-syntactic unity. According to E. S. Gerasimova (2012, p. 12-13), "phrases formed by paired words, in comparison with each of their components, usually have a broader and more generalized meaning", as well as act as one of the syntactic ways to express the category of plurality.

By their nature and features, paired words are very close to the language of folk oral literature and are expressive figures of speech. Therefore, their frequent use reveals the imagery of the Yakut speech and the desire of its speakers to convey their thoughts in an expressive manner. The fact that the second component of a paired word is the association common to the youth's speech shows the stability of artistic tools in the modern Yakut language.

First of all, we need to consider both national and cultural specifics of the linguistic consciousness of the Sakha people. In this regard, the associative experiment provides sufficient material. For each stimulus word, we have drawn conclusions that characterize the mindset of the Sakha people, their cultural and historical traditions.

The most common reactions can be regarded as an associative norm to the following stimuli: баай/baai – дуол/duol (181), кыра/kyra – хара/khara (80), көрдөөх/kordookh – нэрдаах/nardaakh (151), нөлүү/noluu – сүтүү/sutuu (340), саат/saat – суут/suut (387), саҥа/sanga – иҥэ/inge (58). Here we provide only those paired words that are leading in terms
of the number of reactions presented. The second component of a pair combination acts as one of the first associations.

Here are some examples of associative reactions to the stimulus word куђаган/kuђаган "bad" and their analysis: учүгэй/uchugei 118; киһи/kihi 85; дьылык/dalyk 67; тыын/tyyn 54; анына/anyn 51; санаа/sanaa, хара/khara 47; дьылыб/daaby, мөлтөх/moltokh 33; хараага/kharanga 30; мөкү/moku 26; дьылала/duyala 16; тыыл/tyyl, шырыш/yaryy 15; елүү/oluu, табах/tabakh 12; абахны/abaahy 11; баҕайы/baҕaiy, майги/maigy 10; анына/aiyy, арыым/aryym 9; дьылык/dalyk, дьылҕа/dylҕa, киһини/kihini 8; кылм/kylm, кэн/cem 7; жататыым/jatatyym, жататыымдай/jatatyymdai, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай жататыымдай 6; жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай 5; жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай 4; жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай 3; жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай 2; жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай 1; жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай/жататыымдай, жататыымдай 0.
Evaluation is one of the main language categories. A person analyzes the surrounding reality, objects, phenomena, properties, and actions in the world. It is also possible to analyze a person with their thoughts, actions, and feelings. Thus, almost all subjects can become objects of evaluation. The process of assessment is based on the system of human values, i.e., on the ratio of good and evil, profit and damage, etc.

The evaluative nomination of кувааган "bad" as a stimulus causes a variety of reactions. Negative assessment can be attributed to the following items: харча/kharchy "money", аргы/argy "alcohol", табах/tabakh "tobacco", ac/as "food", ингит/ihit "dishes", чаксы/khasky "cup", кинигэ/kinige "book", etc.; concepts: санаа/sanaa "thought", сыйына/siyyna "deceit", сыйна/sonya "relationship", хомоий/homoiy

When analyzing reactions within the associative field of куһаган/kuhaҕan "bad", it is necessary to consider associations that have specific semantics, including cultural and historical background. This refers to extensive associative-semantic links that express both stable traditions and the mindset of the people: proving one's attachment to the origins and revealing the deep meaning of the word. Let us consider associations with such a significant semantic environment that creates an aura around the reaction and fill it with a sacred meaning.

Куhaҕан тыл/kuhaҕan tyl "bad word" is a special combination in the speech behavior of the Sakha people. Words can be good and bad, i.e., this division is inherent in the origins of spiritual culture and is due to the magical attitude to words. With the help of good words, one can save a person. Using bad words, one can harm a person. Thus, the opposition Алгыс Algys "blessing" – Кырыыс/Kyryys "curse" is a relevant means of communication. Under E.K. Pekarskii (1958, p. 1257) ("The dictionary of the Yakut language", куhaҕан тыл/kuhaҕan tyl stands for "bad word, slander".

Куhaҕан санаалаах/kuhaҕan sanaalaakh "evil, having a bad temper" (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 1257-1258). Куhaҕаннык санаа/kuhaҕannyak sanaa "to wish someone evil" (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 1258).

The nomination куhaҕан/kuhaҕan "bad" is closely connected with the color хара/khara "black". This adjective has ambiguous semantics in the Yakut linguistic culture. On the one hand, it designates a certain color and can be opposed to the words denoting other colors: кыһыл/kyhyl "red", үүҥ/urung "white", acting as antonyms. On the other hand, the khara word has a figurative meaning "bad, evil, miserable": хара санаа/khara sanaa "black, dark thoughts", хара суол/khara suol "black deed, vice", харааны санаан эт/kharany sanaan et "to speak maliciously" (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 3332). This is where negative semantics comes into play.

In the Yakut language, khara is used to enhance the meanings of words: хара да хара/khara da khara "very black", ыас хара/yas khara "pitch black", хара ааныттан/khara aanyttan
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(маҥнайгыттан/mangnaigyttan) "from the very beginning"; хара сарсырдаттан/khara sarsyardattan "from the early morning"; хара төрүөҕүттэн/khara toruoҕutten "from the very birth"; хара көрсүөҕүттэн/khara korsuoҕutten "from the first encounter, as soon as saw"; хара сор бөлшө/khara sor bolshow (literally, black) "disaster"; хара түөкүн/khara tuokun "terrible rogue, swindler"; хара накаас/khara nakaas "severe pains, torments of Hell"; хара балыыр/khara balyyr "grave slander" (BOLSHOI, 2004-2018). It is often used as an amplifying word. Frequent use and ambiguous semantics with a predominance of negative properties are evidence of sacredness (from Latin "dedicated, magical"), which symbolizes a reverent attitude towards something especially valuable.

The core of the associative field comprises such reactions as khara "black" and kharanga "dark". The periphery of the associative field includes a large number of reactions: хара былыт/khara bylyt "black cloud", хара двай/khara dai "evil spirits" (BOLSHOI, 2004-2018), хара санаа/khara sanaa "black and bad thoughts", хара оң/khara ong "the black color", хара санаалах/khara sanaalaakh "to have dark thoughts", хараҥа күүс/kharanga kuus "dark forces", хараҥа өҥнөр/kharanga ongnor "dark colors".

Куhaҕан сир/kuhaҕan sir "bad place" is a sacred place in human habitation, where evil creatures can live and impose a negative impact on people.

Куhaҕан түүн/kuhaҕan tyyn is literally "evil breath": the reaction is the fourth most popular in terms of use. The Yakut culture often comprehends the mythological meaning of tyyn "breath" as "spirit". In combination with kuhaҕan "bad", tyyn acquires the meaning of "evil spirit". This meaning is the first entry in the "Big Explanatory Dictionary of the Yakut Language". E. K. Pekarskii (1958, p. 5-6) compared kuhaҕan tyyn "bad or evil spirit" with абaахы/abaahy "evil, evil inclination, everything unfavorable, hostile to a person, harming, any phenomenon that is incomprehensible or contrary to customs; evil creatures, spirits, personifying the evil principle in nature".

According to the "Big Explanatory Dictionary of the Yakut Language", куhaҕан ыарыы/kuhaҕan yaryy is a "bad disease" and сыстыганнаах ыарыы/systygannaakh yaryy means a "contagious disease" (PEKARSKII, 1958). In E.K. Pekarskii's (1958, p. 1938) "Dictionary of the Yakut language", куhaҕан ыарыы/kuhaҕan yaryy means "syphilis, venereal disease"; нуучча ыарыыта/nuuchcha yaryyta stands for the "Russian disease" (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 3746-47) or "leprosy" (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 1938).

Куhaҕан двайлык/kuhaҕan dallyk constitutes the core of the associative field (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 67). The additional meaning of dallyk is "pestilence, epidemic".
The word stimulus kuhaҕan causes figurative expressions and paired words typical of the Yakut linguoculture: өлүү-сүтүү/өлүү-сүтүү "death-disappearance": a figurative combination formed from the verb өл-сүт/ол-сүт "to die, perish, pass away"; кир-хах/kir-khakh "a layer of dirt" [5], өлүү-сүтүү/өлүү-сүтүү "death-downfall, devastation, various misfortunes (adversities), mortality" (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 1938).

The reaction сэттээх/setteekh "entailing punishment, retribution" is associated with the сэт/set nomination "retribution, punishment". In the folklore: сэт-сэлээн/set-seleen "inevitable retribution, vengeance" (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 2178). In the context: сэттээх тылы санарайын/setteekh tyly sakaraayyn (PEKARSKII, 1958, p. 2182) "to say terrible words (you may suffer from them)".

Let us consider the Russianisms found in associative reactions. Their use is explained by the development of the Yakut-Russian bilingualism among the Yakut population. There are the following borrowings: грех/grekh (sin), день/den (day), запрет/zapret (ban), плохой/plokhoi (bad), знак/znak (sign), люди/lyudi (people), не по правилам/ne po pravilam (against the rules), неудача/neudacha (misfortune), ошибка/oshibka (mistake), поступок/postupok (deed), препод/pr epod (teacher), сессия/sessiya (session), смерть/smert (death), Саакашвили/Saakashvili. They testify to the intersection of the Yakut and Russian linguistic worldviews.

Such a reaction as плохой/plokhoi, плохо/ploko, плохое/plokhoe (bad) is the full translation of the Yakut word. The concepts of mistake, deed, misfortune, and people name the specific realities of modern life. It is worth mentioning that people can be the source of something bad. A proper name is the revitalization of the political life of modern society, a vivid demonstration of the popularity of extraordinary personalities, and a characteristic of media activities as manipulation.

Action rather than rules is negatively assessed. The concepts of sin and sign may be associated with the Christian postulates. After lifting prohibitions in the public sphere, a person is free to choose their religion.

A number of reactions (teacher, session) highlight age-related and social factors: the youth and student life.

Negative associations are connected with the idea of prohibition. In the Yakut culture, there are many prohibitions related to the topic of death.

The set of rituals associated with the eternal "problem" of humankind (death) turned out to be stable. A significant role in any nation is played by the so-called life cycle rituals, i.e.,
rites and actions associated with the death of a person, i.e., a member of society. This rite is connected with the transition from one state to another, moving from the "locus of life" to the "locus of death". The Yakuts believed that ийэ-кут/iie-kut, i.e., mother-soul, never dies, and эргийэ-эргийэ төрүү турар/ergiie-ergiie toruu turar "is to be reborn again and again" [26: 592]. It turns out that death is the loss of the physical shell and, to some extent, the beginning of the soul's "new life". Death and life exist in certain spaces and times.

"During the funeral ceremony, people strictly adhere to all prohibitions…” [22: 203]. Now rituals include many verbal prohibitions. Thus, there are a number of euphemistic expressions about death in the Yakut language: барда/barda "departed" [27: 40], дуухата тахсыбыта/duuhata takhsybyta "his soul left", дууhatyn танара хаарыйаахтаабыта/duuhatyn tangara khaaryiaakhtaabyyta "God took his soul".

In the dictionary of euphemisms of the Yakut language, a certain role is played by compound nominations, whose components are verbs. First of all, attention is drawn to the fact that most of these secondary nominations are phraseological units typical of the language system at the present time. For example, атаҕын тэҥнээбит/ataҕyn tengngeebit "he bit the dust" instead of өлбүт/olbut "died"; салгын охсубут/salgyn okhsubut "the air hit" instead of төрүүр/tөrүүr "to give birth" (KULAKOVSKII, 1979, p. 17). In A.G. Nelunov's "Verbal phraseology of the Yakut language", euphemisms are considered a source of the formation of phraseological units. According to the author, set expressions can be "based on the phenomenon of taboo or euphemism" (NELUNOV, 1981, p. 50). Thus, the meaning "to die or pass away" is conveyed by several phraseological units: айыы сириттэн арахсыам/aiyy siritten arakhsyam "I will leave the God's world", кухаҕан буолбуттар/kuхаҕan buolbuttar "went bad", атаҕын тэҥнээбитэ/ataҕyn tenggeebite "bit the dust". Thus, the compound combination of кухаҕан буолбут/kuхаҕan buolbut is a euphemism that replaces the taboo word "died", literally translated as "went bad". In the associative field of the lexeme өлүү/өlүү "death", there are many reactions that are phraseological units: тыын быстааъына/tyyn bystaaъyna "the last gasp", аннараа дойду/annaraa doidu "other world", кухаҕан буулюу/kuхаҕan buooluu "went bad", олох бүтүүр/oloh buutuu "life is over", ўөл эдоийд/yohee dooidu "upper world", ыын сириттэн суҭэраин/ыыn siritten syterii "lost from the solar world", сиртэн барына/sirtyn baryna "departure from life".
Discussion

Evaluative nominations of a person are anthropocentric not only because they relate to a person, but also because they reflect ideas about that person, their behavior, attitude towards other people, God, etc. Human consciousness is anthropocentric since it is formed under the influence of the external world, perceived by a person in accordance with their inner values. Being a part of the language, evaluative nominations can become the key to understanding a person and their values-based worldview. Each person is the subject and object of evaluation. Thus, the principle of anthropocentrism is dominant in the analysis of evaluative nominations.

As emphasized by N. D. Arutyunova (1984, p. 54), "assessment creates special, different from natural, taxonomy of objects and events".

Evaluative words play a major role in the conceptualization of reality and person-related ideas as they objectify the national linguistic worldview. Evaluation is one of the most important components of human cognitive activity. The linguist Wolf (2002, p. 203) emphasized that "the world of assessments was reigned not by the truth in relation to the objective world but rather by the truth in relation to the conceptual world of the participants in the act of communication". Words and statements influenced by emotions and attitudes towards the object evaluate everything that surrounds native speakers (in particular, dialect speakers). Through the analysis of evaluative nominations, one can comprehend moral aspects, as well as find out what spiritual and moral values prevail in the study object. Spiritual values lay the basis of the culture of any nation. The language fixes the results of the spiritual search. In our opinion, evaluative nominations reflect the understanding of the world and other collective evaluations.

To study the "evaluation" category, it is necessary to refer to axiology. Axiology is the theory of values, i.e., generalized ideas about goods and objects that are significant for a person, which are the subject of their desires, aspirations, and interest (SOVREMENNYI, 1994, p. 28). From the axiological perspective, the concept of "value" is considered primary. Values are "[...] social, socio-psychological ideas and views shared and inherited by each new generation" (STERNIN, 1999, p. 69). Evaluation is regarded as a factor forming the values-based worldview since values-based ideas are typical of every culture. The values-based worldview of any society includes a certain set and hierarchy of values that are expressed in evaluative nominations. "Evaluation is the process of realizing the value of an object and the subject's awareness of this objective value expressed in the form of a judgment about the values-based objectivity under evaluation" (BOGUSLAVSKII, 1994, p. 116). Assessment is based on human knowledge, ideas, and the system of national and cultural stereotypes. Thus, the category of
linguistic evaluation is recognized as the main way to reflect the system of values in any language. It expresses the subjective attitude of the speaker to a certain statement.

Thus, the analysis of reactions to the stimulus word куհаҕан/kuhaҕan clearly demonstrates the following lexical-semantic patterns: each associate exists in a certain system that can be called a semantic field.

Words as stimuli and reactions represent a fragment of a person's verbal memory and reveal the systemic nature of associative connections based on paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations.

When characterizing a person, we need to consider both synonymous and antonymic relations of evaluative nominations in the structure of linguistic consciousness.

It is worth mentioning that assessment has a two-stage nature. At the first stage, all assessments can be divided into two groups. The first includes absolute assessments using such terms as үчүгэй/үчүгеi "good", куhaҕан/kuhaҕan "bad", симбир/simbir "indifferent". The second comprises comparative assessments expressed with the help of such terms as үчүгэйдик/үчүгеydik "better", куhaҕаннык/kuhaҕанnyk "worse", тэннэр/teҥner "equivalent".

The primary/secondary nature of absolute and comparative assessments is one of the main issues of axiology.

The corpus of evaluative nominations is a set of lexemes assessing the physical, mental and social traits of a person. The most popular are lexical units that characterize the intellectual, moral, and ethical features. This also indicates the significance of these parameters in assessing a person.

The category of assessment is closely related to the category of emotionality. Assessment conveys the emotions and feelings of a person. At the same time, emotional and evaluative nominations express the values of a person and a group of people as a whole. Using such nominations, one can describe a wide range of human attitudes to objects.
Conclusion

The range of individual and social assessments is extremely wide and depends on the prevention of various dependencies: compliance or non-compliance with the subject's requirements; kind – angry; usable – unusable; the ability to evoke positive or negative emotions: glorious - unpleasant; compliance or inconsistency with desires: interesting – uninteresting.

In linguistic terms, assessment means understanding subjective and objective meanings of evaluative words and statements in their correlation. Among the frequently estimated values, there are three groups and seven subclasses.

The first group is sensory assessments divided into 1) gustatory or hedonistic assessments (something that is liked: pleasant, tasty, etc.); 2) psychological, including a) intellectual assessments (interesting, trite, etc.) and b) emotional (contented, desirable, etc.).

The second group is sublimate or absolute assessments: 1) aesthetic assessments based on the synthesis of sensory and psychological (beautiful, perfect, etc.); 2) aesthetic assessments implying norms (moral, vicious, etc.).

Finally, the last three categories within the third group are rationalistic assessments associated with the practical activity of a person. They are as follows: 1) utilitarian (useful or harmful); 2) standardized (correct or normal); 3) teleological (successful or unsuccessful).

Thus, this classification is based on the interaction of the subject of assessment with its object.

A logical assessment includes a set of the following elements: the subject, object, nature, and basis of assessment, whose semantics forms the modal frame of any assessment or the speaker's attitude; this modal frame is superimposed on a statement and expresses its pragmatic aspect, i.e., one's desire to influence the world around by comprehending their role in it and determining the systemic nature of objects from the viewpoint of team's standards and one's own opinion. In the language, assessment has a more complex nature due to the specifics of such language means and their pragmatic meaning.

Both quantitative and qualitative absolute assessments always involve comparison.

The emotive meanings of kindness, sadness, fear, shame, etc. can be classified as universal, given their wide use in the compared languages. However, these meanings change at different stages of human history. Their lexical representation, depth, and concretization in each language also differ. Thus, emotive meanings have national specifics alongside a universal picture of feelings.
The nature of evaluative social stereotypes depends on many socio-demographic, national, and cultural factors, as well as the educational level of individuals, etc. Thus, the rural and urban populations, the young and the old, men and women, and the rich and the poor have axiological differences.

Consequently, a linguistic personality is a personality that has absorbed the universal culture, the accumulated experience of its people, customs, way of life, and individual properties.

There are universal dominant and key emotions but their expression depends on national specifics. In this regard, the national vocabulary of emotions is formed, where each language has its own emotional associations. These emotional associations are based on national cultural experiences and traditions determined by the type of civilization and culture.

The linguist Wolf (2002, p. 203) emphasized that "the world of assessments was reigned not by the truth in relation to the objective world but rather by the truth in relation to the conceptual world of the participants in the act of communication". Words and statements influenced by emotions and attitudes towards the object evaluate everything that surrounds native speakers (in particular, dialect speakers). Through the analysis of evaluative nominations, one can comprehend moral aspects, as well as find out what spiritual and moral values prevail in the study object. Spiritual values lay the basis of the culture of any nation. The language fixes the results of the spiritual search. In our opinion, evaluative nominations reflect the understanding of the world and other collective evaluations.
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